Learning Teams:
Advancing Human Performance
LyondellBasell Clinton Complex
Experience

History
In 2015, a new HOP pilot was conducted at the Clinton
Complex. Partnering with a consultant, 12 coaches were
trained in a new methodology called Learning Teams. The
philosophy pivots somewhat from traditional root cause
incident investigations to look at potential human factors. The
Learning Teams approach recognizes that improving human
performance requires the acknowledgement that human
based processes may be prone to failures without the
presence of adequate defenses.

Equipment
Release

Process Safety

Near Miss

HOP Learning Team Report

Working on the Right Equipment
Learning Team Leads:
Hilary Feyereisen - Reliability Engineer
Roger Wilkens - Polymers Process Specialist

WHY

The creation of this team stemmed from recent companywide events
in which the wrong piece of equipment was worked on. The team
was tasked with focusing on plant wide policies and people that lead
to the right equipment being worked on, as well as where the gaps
allow for a breakdown in these systems.

WHO

The following groups were part of the learning team
discussions:
Olefins Operators
Low Density Operators
High Density Operators
PMCs
Planners
Resident Contractors
Maintenance E&I Techs
Maintenance Mechanical Techs

WHAT THEY SAID
The Permitting
Process Works

Investigations

- Deteriorate over
time
- Inconsistent
use/removal
throughout the plant

Me’s are performed
- Questions are
asked and extra
support is given
when required

Learning Teams
• Asks How something
happened?
• Identifies defenses
• People involved with
the incident
• Unlikely for there to be
discipline

How It Works
Step 1: Learning

Wall of Discovery

• Leave biases at the door
• Start with discussing
how the work gets done
• Take visible notes
• Avoid discussing fixes,
conclusions, or aha
moments
• Product is a process
flow
• Visit site of the incident

- Not always written
against correct
equipment
- Not always
detailed description
of failure

Equipment Labels
- Not consistent
across units
- Not always present
- Different crafts and
units refer to
equipment differently

HOW WE'RE CHANGING THINGS
- Develop a system
for earmarking
equipment during
release to
maintenance

• Asks Why something
happened?
• Finds root and
contributing causes
• Independent lead
• Potential discipline

Notifications

Green Tags Are
Helpful

- Pre and Post Shows

- Explore options for

- Develop and train

more robust green
tags
- Create general
guideline for use of
green tags

on template for
notification entries
- Implement
notification quality
review

- Develop a plant wide
initiative to promote
use of the equipment
numbers

Fork Lift Pre-Lift Checklist
Ask these QUESTIONS BEFORE you Lift
Is a Fork lift the best option for safe lifting
Can I lift and transport this safely
How much does load weigh
Is load on pallet or have fork slots
Is load secured to pallet
Is load secured or stabilized for transport
Is load intact/ no damage for safe lifting

Redesigned cylinder cleaning manifold

•
•
•
•

Invented Show-Me streamers

Quality Issues
First Aid Injuries
Dropped Objects
High Potential Incidents

•
•
•
•

Developed visible pre-lift checklist

Valve Line Ups
Waste Management
Maintenance Operations
Workflow Improvements

Averaging 7 Learning Teams per year from 2015-18

Evolution
Introduction – Review the orientation and ground rules (5 min)
Learn the Who – Meet the team/establish purpose (10 min)
Learn the How – Discuss the event (30 minutes)
Short break (5-10 minutes)

No one is surprised the event happened
End session 1 and reconvene the next day

Identify the ‘What Next’ – Brainstorm ideas how this could be
prevented in the future (10 minutes)
Define the Solution – Organize and prioritize recommended action
items (5 minutes)

Step 2: Identify Defenses
• What can we change
to prevent
reoccurrence?
• What ideas do you
have to improve how
this process works?
• How could we fix the
issue?
• Brainstorm and rank
the defenses

Easy to implement

Needs MOC/resources
Redesign or project

In 2018, a new type of Learning Team was introduced called a
Tadpole Team. The process works similarly to a traditional
Learning Team, but the process is executed in one session.
The incidents/events are typically less technical and isolated
to a smaller work group or process. Tadpole teams are led by
a first line supervisor, or even an informal leader familiar with
the process. Tadpole Teams were conceived to open the
power of HOP and Learning Teams up to more people in an
organic way. Whereas Learning Teams are formally chartered,
Tadpole Teams can be carried out by a group of interested
parties in the course of a day.

Vehicle Safety

The Black Line…How the job is
performed according to the
procedure

Seat Belt Usage
Rich Sisneros, Celeb Sumpter, Thad Brown, Truman Bogle, John Kennedy

• Supervisor reminds folks to wear
seatbelts during morning huddles
• The use of seatbelts is mandatory per
Procedure HS-314-104

The Blue line…Tells the
story as each person saw
and experienced the event

Please contact Michael.Vopatek@lyondellbasell.com for more info

• We get complacent because we are
traveling at low speeds
• We are going a short distance and feel it
is not worth the effort to buckle up
• We are in close quarters (sometimes
even cramped to reach holder)
• We get in a hurry
• We see people in back of vehicles and
golf carts not wearing seatbelts
• The Plant as a whole is lacking on seatbelt
usage

• Spot checks of seatbelt usage have been
performed and was brought to the
attention of supervisors of affected
employees

• Purchase and install the a High vis seatbelt cover
• Pass out more stickers to place in vehicles to
serve as reminders
• Perform more seatbelt audits
• Ensure seatbelts in vehicles are working properly
• Find more facts on traveling at low speeds
• Ensure seatbelt alarms in vehicles are working
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Hypothetical Case Study – Joe’s Story regarding #7 pump gasoline flash fire
background
Joe and Paul work at a refinery. Joe is a senior mechanic that has been working at the refinery for
over 30 years. Paul is an operator at the refinery. He has 6 years operations experience but is new to the
gasoline processing unit.
The refinery is a primary supplier of gasoline to the nearby fueling terminal. Gasoline is delivered to
the terminal through a 10-inch pipeline. The system is designed so that there are two pumps: a main
pump (#7 pump) and a backup pump (#8 pump). The #8 pump is only used while performing
maintenance on the #7 pump. Due to a severe manufacturing flaw in the pump casing, the #8 pump has
been out of service for the past 60 days. The suction and discharge valves for both the #7 and #8 pumps
are identical and sit next to each other about 25 feet from the pump pad.
incident
At 6 am, Joe arrives to work and is met immediately by the plant maintenance supervisor who tells him
that the #7 pump seal failed during the night shift at about 12 am. Operations only has about 4 hours of
storage capacity remaining in the tanks before they’ll have to shut down the unit.
Joe quickly assembles his tools heads over to the pump area. From the pump, he sees a few tags
hanging on the suction and discharge valves, indicating to him that the pump has been locked out by
operations. Although the procedure requires that mechanics and other crafts apply their own locks and
tags, it is common practice at the refinery to work under operations locks without applying additional,
“redundant” isolation equipment. Joe calls the unit operator, Paul, on the radio to verify the pump’s been
isolated and ready for repair. Joe asks, “Hey Paul, is this pump locked out for repair?” to which Paul
replies “Yeah Joe, the pump’s been locked out and bled down for a while now.”
Before beginning work, Joe checks a local pressure gauge and ¼ inch bleeder valve. With no signs of
pressure on the pump and only 3 hours left before the unit will have to shut down, Joe begins removing
the seal.
As he loosens the ½ inch supply line to the pump seal, Joe is sprayed in the face with a mist of
gasoline. As Joe struggles to exit the immediate area, gasoline continues to spray out of the tubing fitting,
creating a vapor cloud. He notifies Paul over the radio of the release and activates the emergency alarm.
Within a few minutes, the vapor cloud ignites, causing a fire.
human and organizational performance application
As a member of the learning team, reflect on the incident and answer the following questions:
1. Based on the information provided, can you guess what happened?
2. Could we have predicted this outcome? Why or why not?
3. Should Joe be disciplined? Why or why not?
4. What increased the likelihood of having this incident? What were the error traps and latent
conditions?
5. What recommendations would you propose to management, focusing on learning and improving
versus blaming and punishing?

